17th January

ACROSS
1 Quick-witted
7 “Baggy Trousers” band
14 Sports palaces
20 Child’s output
21 Caribbean cruise stop
22 Ending
23 Part I of a four-part quip
25 DOT documents
26 Poet’s tribute
29 Cowboy shows
30 Utilize
31 Buddies
33 Tommie Agee and Tom Seaver
34 Blue shade
38 Herman heroine
39 Despondent
40 Merchandising gambit
44 Kernel in a cap
45 Immense
46 Hake
47 Walter’s friend
49 Part II of quip
53 Hill VIP
54 Vocal pauses
55 TV antennas
56__ Regina
57 Signed a lease
58 In high spirits
59 Questioned
63 Listener
64 French dance
66 Paella veggie
67 Pt. of Canada
68 Backword type
71 Certain buzzards
73 Standards
76 tack
77 Short on amenities
79 Altar avowal
80 Dined
82 Part III of quip
88 Elegant
89 Marinier’s dir.
90 Tints
91 WWII action at Stalingrad
92 Olin and Murray
93 Australian river
94 Adjudge
95 Fixed an argyle
96 Watering holes
98 Manicurist’s layer
99 Also not
100 Hinders
103 60s adjective
104 View from the Cote d’Azur
105 Etching fluid
109 Part IV of quip
114 Yearly records
115 Young actresses
116 The “lily maid”
117 Billy’s beard?
118 Reduces sensitivity
119 Took a load off

DOWN
1 Be a braggart
2 Before Fallon
3 Behold: Lat.
4 Competes
5 Steeple point
6 Triumph over temptation
7 Gullets
8 Author Castillo
9 Sot’s problem: abbr.
10 Scherzinger of “The X Factor”
11 Mild expletives
12 “You bet!”
13 Remark
14 Unfolding
15 Watermelon parts
16 Noun suffix
17 Defense org.
18 Round at The King’s Head
19 Sun. talk
24 Fizzles/quaff
25 Talking horse
30 Forearm bone
31 Summon horse
32 Home of the Cyclones
33 Sherry like wine
34 Murder sounds
35 Dark yellow
36 T. Pickens (corporate raider)
37 Shirt sleeve
38 British mothers
39 Evening bash
40 No. on a Bain de Soleil bottle
41 “Silent, upon ___ in Darien” (Keats)
42 Exit
43 Blew it
45 Bovine band
46 Drips
47 Tahini seed
48 Delusional parts
50 Eland
51 Derisive cry
52 Author Boyle
58 Born: Fr.
59 Turkish city
60 Rend
62 Depot: abbr.
64 Stove circles
65 Avoid absence
67 Bakery’s bait
68 Yard or slap follower
69 SRO spot
70 Playwright
71 Brendan
72 Pernicious
73 Number of horses in a jerkwater town?
73 Castor’s killer
74 Burdened
75 Organize a performance
76 Work at a trade
79 News clipping
81 Viewed
83 WWII group
84 “Hollywood Square” Caroline
85 Animal fat
86 Duke of Moscow
87 Ambiance
88 About
89 Played a vicious gym game
95 Window type
96 Scarlett, e.g.
97 Popped up
98 Latin dance
99 French marshal
100 Playmate for Pebbles
101 Sicilian mount
102 Part of “TW3”
103 Excavation site
104 French sras.
105 Turkish river
106 Reviewer: abbr.
107 Skye of film
108 1856 Stowe novel
109 Witty person
110 __ glove treatment
111 Like: suffix
112 Abbey woman
113 O’Neill play
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